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PROUDLY PRESENTED TO
SAMPLE REPORT

Sales and Digital Sales
Grades (valid upto 2023-02-08)

Expertise:

Attitude:

Sales Leadership:

Digital Sales:

Sales Skills:

Native Intelligence:  

The ratings are based out of 5 stars and are valid for a period of 12 months.
To verify, visit Pexitest.com and use the code mentioned below to view the
credentials.
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The report is broken into two broad segments;
Report Summary:
This contains the entire report consolidated into a single page or two.

Detailed Summary:
The detailed pages contain description of the contents in greater detail.

Reading the scores against a trait

Score Number: This is your score as a number. As we convert scores into percentages, this means that your
score can also be read as a score out of 100.

Benchmark:
This is the average score scored by your peers. The benchmark is a better way to understand
how well you are doing for the particular trait vis-à-vis others in your agegroup, qualification
level and academics.

Tips:
If your score is higher than the benchmark, you are better than your peers. If your score is
closer to the benchmark, you are doing okay and need to improve. If your score is lesser than
the benchmark, you need to train or learn.

Others: Some of the scores may not contain a score but a text trait. This is because not all traits are
quantifiable and are better understood as a type indicator.

Love to see a video to understand the report better? 

How to interpret the report yourself
The Pexitics Report is easy to read and interpret, making it one of the most popular reports available today! All you
need to understand is the following for ease of understanding. Every report is valid for 6 months. So, let's get started…

Interpreting the Scores
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https://youtu.be/WcVNK_A_r-A


A bit about our Sales and Digital Sales Assessment
Sales as a skill isn't  a domain which is taught in schools and colleges, hence it is an observed acquired skill. However,
like any other acquired skill, all you need to understand is explained below; Every report is valid for 6 months. So, let's
get started…
Sales and Digital Sales can be classifed into 6 Quantitative key traits;
Expertise Measures the journey and skills acquired from being a person to a salesperson.
Attitude The approach and attitude of whether you are enjoying and meant to be in sales.
Sales Leadership The ability to deal with large teams and manage sales as a Sales leader.
Digital Sales With everything online, it tests your prowess over online terminology and tools.
Sales Skills Measures maturity for managing high value transactions or selling high value products.
Native Intelligence Measures ability to deal with tough customers or innovative ways to close the deal.
3 levels of maturity
Every functional domain would also have different hierarchy levels and hence it is important to measure the command
at three broad levels using color coded bar graphs;

CRITICAL Takes into understanding the command of finer aspects of law and policies as a senior
resource for a wider job role expertise and maturity.

IMPORTANT Assesses the ability to read fine print and take decisions based on issues that are often
beyond every-day or normal domain knowledge or skills.

NORMAL Tests the capability to drive and undertake everyday functional skills without a high level of
intervention at basic levels.
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Benchmark

Benchmark

Attribute Score

CRITICAL 11 60

   
IMPORTANT 28 66

   
NORMAL 14 78

   

6 key skill traits

Expertise 11 57

   
Attitude 6 51

   
Sales Leadership 17 57

   
Digital Sales 11 56

   
Sales Skills 28 59

   
Native Intelligence 33 53

   
Candidate Highs
The candidate may not perform well if needed to handle high value sales or be the final negotiator in a sales function.

Candidate Lows
The candidate needs to deepen their understanding of sales and it's policies and parameters to deliver better results as a
Sales professional.

Executive Summary
SAMPLE REPORT

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
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Benchmark

Benchmark

Expertise
Measures the journey and skills acquired from being a person to a salesperson.

11 57

Observation
The candidate lacks understanding of basic sales parameters and requires upskilling before or post appointment
if the other areas are well-addressed.

Candidates's self declared score for this attribute is 48

Attitude
The approach and attitude of whether you are enjoying and meant to be in sales.

6 51

Observation
The candidate needs to deepen their understanding of sales and it's policies and parameters to deliver better
results as a Sales professional.

Candidates's self declared score for this attribute is 62

Detailed Summary
SAMPLE REPORT

100

100
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Benchmark

Benchmark

Sales Leadership
The ability to deal with large teams and manage sales as a Sales leader.

17 57

Observation
The candidate lacks maturity to handle teams and manage diverse sales roles and functions.

Candidates's self declared score for this attribute is 72

Digital Sales
With everything online, it tests your prowess over online terminology and tools.

11 56

Observation
The candidate lacks understanding of basic digital sales and will require training if this is a must-have skillset for
the job role.

Candidates's self declared score for this attribute is 72

Detailed Summary
SAMPLE REPORT

100

100
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Benchmark

Benchmark

Sales Skills
Measures maturity for managing high value transactions or selling high value products.

28 59

Observation
The candidate lacks basic knowledge of sales skills and may not be a best fit if managing large clients is a
mandatory skillset for the job role.

Candidates's self declared score for this attribute is 74

Native Intelligence
Measures ability to deal with tough customers or innovative ways to close the deal.

33 53

Observation
The candidate may not perform well if needed to handle high value sales or be the final negotiator in a sales
function.

Candidates's self declared score for this attribute is 64

Detailed Summary
SAMPLE REPORT

100

100
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This report is transmitted for the sole purpose of assessment as per selection as described and provided during selection or
creation of the Assessment as per requirements. The report may be used by the user or the Organisation represented by the
user in full or part without changing the content, context, score/s and meaning, and after full verification of information
enumerated below and provided for by the user in pexitest.com

Pexitics.com retains the right to publish, use all or parts of the report. This report in part or in its entirety may be published,
circulated or distributed in print or any other form or function by the user only if due credit is provided alongwith commercial
rights approval to Pexitics.com

Pexitics
People excellence indicatorAnalytics
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